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beliefs and cults of the East. This tendency proved of great
advantage to Judaism, itself also an Eastern religion," but
purer and freer from a tormented ritualism and an obsolete
mythology.
Actually, those who proved susceptible to the religious
influence of Israel were not of the same type as those who
abandoned themselves to anti-Semitism, nor of those who
revelled in the violent emotionalism and phantasmagoria of the
Mysteries. In the assemblies wherein the votaries of Isis or
of the Great Phrygian Mother forgathered, a certain amount of
imagination was required in order to attain the state of mind
necessary for religious ecstasy ; while the synagogue made no
such demands. Nevertheless, the chances of success of its
propaganda increased in proportion as the conviction grew
that a single God governed the world, though worshipped
under different names in respect of his different functions, and
that the necessary condition of effective participation in any
religious life was the acceptance of a moral law.
Jewish propaganda varied in intensity in different periods.
It probably reached its highest peak and met with its greatest
success towards the -middle of the first century A.D.1 The Great
Rebellion, followed by the capture of Jerusalem (66-70),
brought to Rome, and dispersed throughout the Empire, large
numbers of Jews who might potentially have swelled the ranks
of the missionaries. These, however, sore at heart at the mis-
fortunes of Israel, and embittered by the destruction of the
Temple, were more prone to take up an attitude of intolerant
and exclusive opposition to the Gentiles than to assist their
brethren in converting them. The disastrous revolts of the
second century and the terrible repressions which followed
conduced to the same end. The Jews, even those of the Dias-
pora, withdrew into themselves, and their line of action con-
tributed materially to create that bitter and uncompromising
character which is reflected in contemporary apocalyptic writ-
ings. They finally reached the point of asserting that the
proselytes were a canker in the body of Israel, and that an
attitude of distrust towards those who sought entry should
rightly be maintained to the twenty-fourth generation.2 It
should be added that the Jews already had a correct suspicion
that their missionary efforts had been surpassed and rendered
fruitless by those of the Christians. Nevertheless, these efforts
were never to be given up so long as the Roman Empire endured,
so much so that under the Christian Emperors conversion to
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